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A Note from the Executive Director

Dear Friends, Colleagues and Supporters,
Greetings from the Mental Health Association of Rhode Island (MHARI). We hope your
2021 is ending on a high note. For MHARI, it was a year of relentless advocacy, public
education and research. We are pleased to present our 2021 Annual Report.
Our mission is to promote and nourish mental health through policy development,
advocacy and education. We work to increase access to behavioral healthcare and
improve the system of care for every Rhode Islander. Like other social justice efforts,
our work is slow going. It’s helpful to periodically take stock of what we have
accomplished. Victories aren’t won in a day; they happen little by little over a period of
time. While we may not achieve a decisive victory on any given issue, we inch closer and
closer to the goal. Effective and wise advocacy requires patience and grit. As my
therapist frequently reminds me, practice makes progress.
We hope you will review this report and consider making a gift to support our work.
Please know that we will continue to bring passion, conviction and energy into our work
in 2022. Rhode Island’s self-inflicted crises need action, and MHARI will be here to
advocate for greater investment in our continuum of care and supportive housing,
ending the incarceration of people with untreated serious persistent mental illness, and
reforming health insurance.
Thank you for your support. We wish you a happy and healthy 2022.
Sincerely,

Laurie-Marie Pisciotta
Executive Director
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Getting Our Work Out There:
MHARI’s Publicity from July 2020 to June 2021

Providence Journal: Mental Health Association Kicks Off Series of Town Halls
A Crisis Is The Perfect Time To Chart A New Course
RI Continues To Fail People With Disabilities
The Criminalization of Mental Illness
Providence Journal: Mental Health Association Seeks Moratorium on ESH Discharges
Dan Yorke Radio Show- Eleanor Slater Hospital
Mental Health Association of Rhode Island Works to Increase Access to Services
Newport Mental Health Expands Access to Primary Care
Recovery Radio with John Tassoni on May 24, 2021
Save Our Sinking Healthcare System
Turning Anxiety Into Action for a Healthy RI
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Being the Face of
Mental Health
Policy
The Mental Health Association of Rhode Island tracked approximately 70 legislative bills
this session and testified on dozens of them. The issues ran the gamut from
telemedicine, suicide prevention in schools, and mental health treatment court to
codifying Affordable Care Act (ACA) consumer protections into state law and requiring
insurers to raise reimbursement rates to behavioral health providers. We had several
successes and disappointments.
To see a sample of what we tracked and/or testified on, please click here.

May is Mental
Health Month
(MIMHM)

The Mental Health Association has an annual tradition of leading the mental health
community’s Planning Committee for MIMHM. It’s a statewide endeavor. In 2021, we
hosted monthly meetings from January through May to make all the preparations.
MHARI’s website hosted a MIMHM webpage which contained a calendar of virtual
MIMHM events. Events were hosted by MHARI and other community organizations. As
always, the Governor of Rhode Island issued an official Proclamation declaring the
month of May as Rhode Island’s Mental Health Month.
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During May 2021, NAMI Rhode Island partnered with MHARI to deliver a virtual Policy
Briefing event. We also delivered educational workshops in partnership with the
Interfaith Counseling Center; Health Insurance Commissioner Patrick Tigue; and the
National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders.
Recorded statements from our Congressional Delegation, Barbara Morse from Channel
10 News, and our workshops can be found on MHARI’s YouTube page. Click on the tab
called “Videos” to see the full list.

RI Parity Initiative:
Holding Insurers
Accountable and
Increasing Access to
Treatment
MHARI launched the RI Parity Initiative in 2018. The Initiative seeks to hold health
insurers accountable to state and federal mental health parity laws, thus increasing
access to behavioral health treatment. Most types of insurance must cover behavioral
health treatment and services no more restrictively than medical treatment and
services. That is what is meant by parity. Our RI Parity Initiative accomplishes its work
through legislative, administrative and regulatory advocacy; free educational
workshops; community research; and a strong working relationship with the Office of
the Health Insurance Commissioner (OHIC). MHARI has a seat on OHIC’s Health
Insurance Advisory Council.
Our “Parity Stakeholders” are a diverse group of interested parties including
consumers; providers; caregivers; the RI Attorney General’s Office; the RI Dept. of
Behavioral Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Hospitals; other community
organizations; community mental health centers; Rhode Island College; and many
more. We meet to discuss priorities, strategize our advocacy, and organize a cohesive
front against insurers’ lobbying efforts. We meet quarterly.
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Major Parity
Initiative Activities
in 2021
The RI Parity Initiative partnered with RI Parent Information Network to
co-host virtual educational workshops to teach consumers, providers, case
managers, social workers and other professionals about mental health
parity laws and how to access insurance advocacy services if needed.
Contact riparity@mhari.org to schedule a training for your group.
We published a Behavioral Resource Guide in English and Spanish.
We partnered with Thundermist Behavioral Health Center to offer free
Mental Health First Aid Trainings to community health workers so they
could better recognize and talk about mental health challenges with the
people they serve.
This fall, MHARI's RI Parity Initiative reached out to Rhode Islanders
through a social media campaign to promote our user-friendly educational
videos on mental health parity rights. The videos include tips and tools
people can use when advocating for covered benefits with their health
plans. Through the campaign more than 6,500 Rhode Islanders viewed the
videos, including more than a thousand views of the series produced in
Spanish. The social media campaign also brought more than 4,500
individual visits to the www.RIParity.org website, filled with information to
help people understand the issue and to access help.
Watch our educational videos here.
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The RI Outpatient Behavioral Health Providers Survey. In United Way v. Wit,
the court ruled that low reimbursement rates to licensed behavioral health
providers are a violation of federal mental health parity laws. Poor
reimbursement rates push providers out of networks, which causes
consumers to go on waitlists for treatment. We partnered with Brown
University’s undergraduate think tank, the Brown Initiative for Policy, to
help with data collection for our behavioral health provider survey. This
research project surveyed licensed behavioral health providers
(psychiatrists, psychologists, counselors, therapists) to examine the size
and diversity of our state’s provider pool, which insurances they accept,
barriers to participating in insurance networks, waitlist times, and other
data points. Read our report, “Network Adequacy: A Survey of Rhode
Island’s Behavioral Health Provider Network.”

In the December 2021, we will gather stakeholders to hold a Strategic
Planning Retreat to evaluate and reimagine the RI Parity Initiative. This will
be facilitated by a professional consultant paid by grant funding we
received.
Commissioner Patrick Tigue has agreed to work with MHARI to streamline
credentialing and claims processing for behavioral health providers.
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Advocating for
People with
Disabilities:
Olmstead
Committee
The Olmstead “Integration for All” Committee is a sub-committee of the Governor’s
Council on Behavioral Health. MHARI’s Executive Director, Laurie-Marie Pisciotta, serves
as the Chair of this Committee. Our goal is to convince the Governor to establish an
Olmstead Plan in Rhode Island. Rhode Island is one of seven states that does not have
any type of plan for people with disabilities. Our proposal to establish an Olmstead
Plan in Rhode Island has been officially endorsed by various councils and groups. We
continue to meet with elected officials and state departments to educate our leaders
on what a Plan could do for Rhode Islanders with disabilities.
To learn more about the importance of Olmstead Plans, listen to this recording of a
SAMHSA Webinar: https://nasmhpd.adobeconnect.com/p6s3j5u3i13e/ or visit
www.olmsteadrights.org/ to learn more.

Advocating for
Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion in
Mental
Healthcare
The Mental Health Association of Rhode Island recently received two years of funding
from United Way of RI and BHDDH to start a new program at MHARI called “Bridging
the Divide: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) in Mental Healthcare.” It will encompass
a range of activities aimed at reducing disparities in Rhode Island’s behavioral
healthcare system, including community research, advocacy, education, and antistigma campaigns in diverse communities. Our new community-based DEI Advisory
Council guides the work of this program and offers points of entry into marginalized
and under-represented communities.
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The State of
Behavioral
Healthcare in
Rhode Island
We have completed our first “State of Behavioral Healthcare in Rhode Island” report. It
examines Rhode Island’s behavioral healthcare system, access to school mental health
professionals, criminal justice matters, state funding, treatment utilization rates, and
much more. We partnered with the “Brown Initiative for Policy” for this project. The
report will be released in 2022.

Preserving the
Continuum of
Care: Eleanor
Slater Hospital
(ESH)
The State of Rhode Island does not fund any stand-alone psychiatric hospitals, and we
have zero public or private psychiatric nursing homes in the state. Our continuum of
care has gaping holes. Eleanor Slater Hospital (ESH) is the state’s only state-funded
hospital that provides long term housing and treatment to people with severe or life
threatening medical and psychiatric disabilities. It is a placement of last resort for
patients who have not been able to succeed in general nursing homes. For years, the
state has been trying to defund the civil psychiatric commitment facilities at Eleanor
Slater Hospital. MHARI has helped to organize a group of mental health advocates
advocating for the preservation of ESH and investment in supportive/supervised
housing for people with disabilities. Deinstitutionalization works only when there is a
full continuum of care and housing options available. Living in an institution like a
hospital is preferable to becoming homeless or incarcerated. MHARI and other
advocates won’t stop fighting for these vulnerable patients. While their numbers are
few, their suffering is great.
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Workforce
Development
Solutions to
Address Staffing
Shortages
Like many of you, we have been deeply concerned about the widespread staffing
shortages in health and human service organizations. The lives of our most vulnerable
Rhode Islanders depend on homecare workers, social workers, nurses, counselors and
many other types of professionals. To help address these challenges we are:
Advocating for legislation to require insurers and Medicaid to increase
reimbursement rates to outpatient behavioral health providers
Working with Rhode Island College to address cultural bias in the social work
licensing exam through proposed legislation in 2022
Working with Rhode Island College to draft legislation to allow graduates with a
Master’s degree in mental health counseling to bill commercial insurance, not just
Medicaid, as they work under supervision and reach full licensure. This will increase
the number of clients on their caseload and raise revenue for mental health
agencies who can now bill commercial insurance.
Piloting a scholarship program at Rhode Island College for social work and mental
health counseling graduate students from underrepresented communities to help
build a pipeline of diverse providers in Rhode Island

MHARI Hosted a
Virtual Town
Hall for a
Healthy RI with
Governor McKee.
MHARI and several other organizations banded together to host a Town Hall with
Governor McKee. Over 100 viewers attended the event. Governor McKee listened to
concerns related to climate change, health and human service staffing shortages,
housing, and the behavioral healthcare system. Watch the video by clicking here.
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Tennis
Tournament:
Fundraising to
Sustain Our
Work
We held our second annual Tennis Tournament in September and raised over $4,000.
Physical activity promotes and protects mental health, so partnering with the Rhode
Island Chapter of the U.S. Tennis Association is a joy! We had fun in the sun and
listened to an inspirational speech from Betsy Brenner, local author of The Longest
Match: Rallying to Defeat an Eating Disorder in Midlife.

Thank You for
Your Support
MHARI is a small team of passionate, justice-oriented individuals, who are driven by the
vision that a future Rhode Island will provide all the resources and opportunities
needed for every Rhode Islander to live their best life, regardless of insurance,
disability, skin color, nationality, or socioeconomic status. In the future, we hope to
create educational programming for youth, parents, and employers. We see MHARI as
a change agent working to strike problems at their roots. We are just getting started.
And we won’t stop. Thank you for your support.
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